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Successful season opening: TUI offering more holidays to Turkey  

 

 TUI grows capacity bringing 1.5m guests to Turkey this summer  

 Plans to further grow capacity across all markets for Summer 2023 

 Hundreds of Turkish hotel partners meet with members of TUI’s 

Executive Committee  

 

Hanover/ Antalya/ Fethiye, 22 April 2022. TUI’s summer season has officially started 

in Turkey with around 180,000 guests flying into Turkey in April and May. TUI has grown 

its capacity for this summer and will bring over 1.5 million guests to Turkey from its 13 

source markets in 2022. Around one million them will be holidaying across the resorts 

of Antalya and around 500,000 in the resorts of Izmir, Bodrum and Dalaman.  

 

Members of TUI’s Executive Committee met hundreds of Turkish hotel partners to 

discuss its plans to grow further its holiday programme across the destination for 

Summer 2023. It aims to bring significantly more customers to Turkey next summer, 

compared to 2019 pre-pandemic levels.  TUI is also looking to focus on developing its 

winter programme and extending the season in Turkey.  

 

TUI also shared information on trends it is seeing amongst guests. It has seen guests 

upgrading their holiday, booking longer durations, room upgrades and activities as 

people have missed their breaks in the sun.  

 

“Over 90% of TUI’s capacity to Turkey is a package holiday, so our hotel partners are 

guaranteed beneficiaries when one of our flights land,” said David Burling, CEO Markets 

& Airlines, TUI Group. “We work with a thousand hotel partners across Turkey, who are 

key to our holiday strategy. We are in Turkey to meet our hotel partners face-to-face to 

discuss growing our capacity further and want to work together to bring even more 

holidaymakers here in 2023.”  

 

TUI has been operating holidays to Turkey for over 40 years and it offers over 12,000 

flights to and from the destination from all its source markets – via its own TUI airlines 

or partner carriers.  
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“We have seen strong demand for holidays to Turkey as customers are attracted by the 

mix of beaches and culture, as well as the great range of hotels and quality service. 

People want to travel after two years of pandemic, they are literally sitting on packed 

suitcases for spring and summer. Tourism will have a very good summer in 2022 and 

countries which were hit particularly hard by travel restrictions during the pandemic, will 

benefit from this. Things are looking very positive for hotels, for family businesses and 

for the many local partners who work with us to make guests' holidays successful,” said 

Sebastian Ebel, TUI Group CFO, who joined the events held at the TUI BLUE 

SENSATORI Fethiye and at the Rixos Premium Belek.   

 

TUI also used the opportunity to present TUI BLUE Palm Garden in Antalya with their 

TUI Global Hotel Award.  The hotel won the category for Best Hotel – TUI Germany, 

Austria, Switzerland and Poland.    

 

Based on customer feedback, the TUI Global Hotel Awards recognise hotels that have 

received outstandingly high satisfaction scores from TUI customers and have 

demonstrated their commitment to sustainability. The TUI Global Hotel Awards winners 

were announced a few weeks ago in a virtual ceremony, with local presentations 

happening to personally congratulate hotel partners.   

 

Two other hotels were also congratulated at the event for achieving fantastic feedback 

from TUI customers. Concorde de Luxe Resort in Antalya and Kirman Sidera Hotel 

Luxury & Spa in Antalya were shortlisted in the Top 5 for some categories.  

 

As a key destination to TUI’s growth strategy, TUI also named one of its newest aircraft 

Antalya. The official name-giving ceremony took place at Antalya airport at the beginning 

of the month, with World Champion gymnast, Ayşe Begüm Onbaşı selected as 

godmother of the aircraft.   

 

About TUI Group  

TUI Group is a leading global tourism group and operates worldwide. The Group is headquartered in 

Germany. TUI shares are listed on the FTSE 250, an index of the London Stock Exchange, on the 

regulated market of the Hanover Stock Exchange and on the Open Market segment of the Frankfurt 

Stock Exchange. The TUI Group offers integrated services from a single source for its 27 million 

customers, 21 million of them in the European national companies.  
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The entire tourism value chain is covered under one roof. This includes over 400 hotels and resorts with 

premium brands such as RIU, TUI Blue and Robinson and 16 cruise ships, from the MS Europa and the 

MS Europa 2 in the luxury class and expedition ships to the Mein Schiff fleet of TUI Cruises and cruise 

ships at Marella Cruises in Great Britain. The Group also includes leading tour operator brands and 

online marketing platforms across Europe, five airlines with more than 100 modern medium and long-

haul aircraft and over 1,000 travel agencies. In addition to expanding its core business with hotels, 

cruises via successful joint ventures and activities in holiday destinations, TUI is increasingly focusing on 

the expansion of digital platforms. The Group is transforming itself into a digital company.  

  

Global responsibility for sustainable economic, ecological and social action is at the core of our 

corporate culture. The TUI Care Foundation, initiated by TUI, focuses on the positive effects of tourism, 

on education and training and on strengthening environmental and social standards with projects in 25 

countries. It thus supports holiday destinations in their development.  
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